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Abstract: Propagated electromagnetic signal over the cellular radio communication channels and interfaces are usually 

highly stochastic and complex with unequal noise variation pattern. This is due to multipath nature of the propagation 

channels and diverse radio propagation mechanisms that impact the signal strength at the receiver en-route the 

transmitter, and verse versa. This also makes measurement, predictive modeling and estimation based analysis of such 

signal very challenging and complex as well. One important and popular parametric modelling and estimation technique 

in mathematics and engineering science, especially for signal processing applications is the least square regression 

(LSR). The dominance use and popularity of the LSR approach may be attributed to its simplified supporting theory, 

relatively fast application procedure and ubiquitous application packages. However, LSR is known to be very sensitive 

to outliers and unusual stochastic signal data. In this work, we propose the application of weighted least square 

regression method for enhanced propagation practical field strength estimation modelling over cellular radio 

communication networks interface. The signal data was collected from a commercial LTE networks service provider. 

Also, we provide statistical computational analyses to compare the resultant estimation outcome of the weighted least 

square and the standard least approach. From the result, it is found that the WLSR approach is reliably better the most 

popular standard least square method. The significance and academic of value of this paper is that our proposed and 

implemented WLSR method can used as replacement of the standard LSR approach for robust mobile signal processing 

of future communication system networks. 

 

Index Terms: Electric field strength, outliers, estimation accuracy, highly stochastic, heteroskedastic, Weighted, least 

square regression. 

 

1.  Introduction 

Enhanced field strength estimation-based modelling are useful tools for proper design, simulation and analysis of 

present and future communication systems. Generally, propagated electromagnetic signal over the cellular radio 

communication channels and interfaces are usually highly stochastic and complex with unequal noise variance pattern 

[1]. This is due to multipath nature of the propagation channels, local terrain features and other diverse radio 

propagation mechanisms that impact the signal strength at the receiver en-route the transmitter, and verse versa [2]. This 

also makes measurement, predictive modeling and estimation based analysis of such signal very challenging and 

complex as well. Having a detailed practical knowledge of spatial radio frequency signal variations over cellular 

network channels and interface is vital in opting for the best adaptive and modulation schemes. 

One important and popular parametric modelling and estimation technique in mathematics and engineering science, 

especially for signal processing applications is the least square regression (LSR). The dominance use and popularity of 

the LSR approach may be attributed to its simplified supporting theory, relatively fast application procedure and 
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ubiquitous application packages. However, one major problem with LSR method is that it is very sensitive to outliers 

and unusual stochastic signal data. 

Our first objective is this paper is to examine the level of spatial electric field variability over LTE cellular network 

interface in the ultra-high frequency band based on realistic practical measurement. Our second objective is to propose 

and apply robust weighted least square regression method for enhanced propagation practical field strength estimation 

modelling over cellular radio communication networks interface. 

2.  Literature Review 

A well-known and dominant field strength modelling and estimation technique is literature is the least square 

regression (LSR). It has been largely applied as a powerful modelling based estimation tool in data mining [3], nuclear 

science [4, 5], linear system modeling [5], system identification [6], medical imaging [7], and so forth. Particularly, in 

the domain of signal processing, LSR approach has been robustly used for signal attenuation estimation modelling and 

propagation loss analysis [8-16]. The dominance use and popularity of the LSR approach may be attributed to its 

simplified underneath theory and application procedure. Also, LSR application packages are well developed, well 

documented and very much available. Furthermore, LSR based modeling and computations are relatively fast [12, 13], 

and optimal in numerous Gaussian situations [10].  However, LSR is known to be very sensitive to extreme 

observations (i.e. outliers) and unusual stochastic observations [17, 18]. Also, for many non-Gaussian situations, the 

LSR is far fetch from providing optimal solutions, particularly when the errors trail longer tails type of distributions [19, 

20]. 

In this work, we propose the application of weighted least square regression method for enhanced propagation 

practical field strength estimation modelling over cellular radio communication networks interface. The signal data was 

collected from a commercial LTE networks service provider. Also, we provide statistical computational analyses to 

compare the resultant estimation outcome of the weighted least square and the standard LSR approach. 

3.  Methodology 

This work explore realistic practical based technique to study and reliably model electric field strength variability 

propagated over over LTE cellular network interface in the ultra-high frequency band using robust weighted least 

square regression. This starts by conducting a detailed field strength drive test measurements around two operational 

eNodeB transceiver sites belonging to a commercial LTE system networks provider. This is followed by developing a 

robust weighted least square regression method to model and reliably estimate the measured field strength compared to 

the standard LSR approach. To measure the estimation accuracy of the proposed WLSR method, we explore six 

statistical metrics, all which are defined in equations (22) to (26).. 

3.1.  Experimental Design and Data Collection 

The electric field strength (EFS) data sample used in this work was obtained from measured LTE radio signal 

strength data acquired from two operational eNodeB transceiver sites belonging to MTN cellular networks, using Green 

City Port Harcourt as a case study. The eNodeBs of heights 30 and 32m, transmits at 2600MHz frequency. By means of 

an intensive drive test technique combined with professional Test Mobile System, (TEMS) investigation tools, the 

signal data was collection was conducted along key pre-identified routes round the two eNodeB sites. The tools, which 

were connected together before performing the drive test includes the network scanner, a TEMS empowered HP Laptop 

and mobile phones, dongle, GPS, power inverter and connecting cables. 

The EFS is related to LTE signal strength, Prev by [21] 
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In /dB V m , equation (2) is simplified to yield: 
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3.2.  Weighted Least Square Regression 

The weighted least square regression (WLSR) is a unique parametric regression estimation technique in which the 

observations are weighted in proportionality to the reciprocal of the estimation error variance for the observations in 

order to overawe the problem of non-constant variance. 

Given a linear model of equation (5) that can employed to estimate and train a set of iy  measured data with 

1 2, , , Ny y y  measurement observations (values), that is: 
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where, 

N = no. of training set  

n = no. of estimation parameters, 

0 1, =L L the parameter to be estimated by means of the proposed weighted least square regression. 

ix = output sequence  

iy = measurement values which represent the input sequence 

By means of weighted least square regression, the parameters, 0 1,L L  can be estimated by minimizing the square of 

the weighted residual between the actual measurement output target y and the estimating model value ( )iL x  for all N  

training set with weight, that is: 
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where iw  indicates the weight corresponding to N  training set 

In Matrix algebra, equation (6) can written as: 
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Also, the cost function can be articulated as: 
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To determine estimation parameters, 0 1,L L  which minimize the ( )J L , we have: 
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Setting ( )
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The expression in equation (9) leads us to WLSR solution: 

 
1( )−= −T TL X WX X WY                                                                    (13) 

 

For W=1, the expressions in equation (8) to (13) turns to: 
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Also, the cost function can be articulated as: 
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To determine estimation parameters, 0 1,L L  which minimize the ( )J L , we have: 
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Setting ( )
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L
 gives 

 

( ) 0− =T TX XL X Y                                                                        (20) 

 

The un-weighted expression in equation (20) defines standard (convectional) parametric estimation approach 

known as least square regression; that is: 

 
1( )−= T TL X X X Y                                                                            (21) 

3.3.  Measuring Estimation Accuracy 

To measure the estimation accuracy of WLSR, we explore five statistical metrics. They are mean square error 

(MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), Mean absolute error (MAE), standard deviation error (STD) and coefficient of 

determination (R2). The five metrics can be defined as: 
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4.  Results and Discussion 

First in this section, we provide and discourse the levels of measured field signals across the locations of study. 

This is followed by presenting the graphical results attained using the proposed weighted least square regression 

(WLSR) algorithms in adaptive modelling and estimation of the measured field signals.  As mentioned earlier, we also 

explored five statistical metrics such as (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), Mean absolute error (MAE), standard 

deviation error (STD) and coefficient of determination (R2) to measure and quantify the level of estimation accuracy 

attained with the proposed WLSR over the standard linear least square approach. All the computer coding, 

computations and graphics employed to achieve the objective of study was carried using the MATLAB 2018a software 

platform. 
Shown in Figs. 1 to 8 are graphical representations of the electric field strength (EFS) variations and the estimation 

accuracies made using the proposed weighted least square regression (WLSR) approach against the standard least 

regression (LSR) approach. A decrease in field strength levels around all measurement eNodeB sites can be observed as 

a function of measurement distance at the user equipment device. For example, the a mVdB /2  rate of field strength 

variations is recorded at each measurement distance in site 1, which is about 1.5 times greater than the ones observed in 

site 2. Having this type of detailed practical knowledge of spatial radio frequency signal variations over cellular 

network  channels and interface is vital in opting for the best adaptive and modulation schemes.  The high variations 

observed in all the measured field strength signals can be ascribed to stochastic multipath nature of the propagation 

channels and diverse radio propagation mechanisms that impact the signal strength at the receiver en-route the 

transmitter, and verse versa.  Similar reports on varied propagated signals is also contained in [22, 23], but for television 

signals at 75.25 MHz and 631.25MHz, respectively. 

Particularly, in terms of mean absolute error (MAE) as shown in each figure, the results shows that the WLSR 

based estimation accuracy improves as the EFS data sample sizes, N increases. This WLSR enviable robust 

performance can be attributed to its weighted factor which enable to cater for any form of data sample sizes of kinds 

and usual data values. This is unlike the LSR based estimation degrades with increasing data sample sizes, thus showing 

that the LSR is negatively sensitive to usual stochastic signal data with outliers. Detailed comparative estimation 

accuracies made using other statistical metrics like RMSE, PE, STD and R2 are provided in Table 1. From the table, 

while the 
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Fig.1. EFS estimation accuracies achieved with WLRS and LSR in site 1 for N=30 

 

Fig.2. EFS estimation accuracies achieved with WLRS and LSR in site 1 for N=60 

 

Fig.3. EFS estimation accuracies achieved with WLRS and LSR in site 1 for N=90 
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Fig.4. EFS estimation accuracies achieved with WLRS and LSR in site 1 for N=120 

 

Fig.5. EFS estimation accuracies achieved with WLRS and LSR in site 2 for N=30 

 

Fig.6. EFS estimation accuracies achieved with WLRS and LSR in site I for N=60 
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Fig.7. EFS estimation accuracies achieved with WLRS and LSR in site II for N=90 

 

Fig.8. EFS estimation accuracies achieved with WLRS and LSR in site II for N=120 

Table 1. EFS estimation accuracies achieved with WLRS and LSR for N=30, 60, 90 and 120 eNodeB sites I and II 

  Weighted Least Square Last Square 

  N=30 N=60 N=90 N=120 N=30 N=60 N=90 N=120 

 

Lo 63.23 58.60 57.92 56.90 175.43 70.27 -77.86 -78.26 

L1 -0.05 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.38 -0.05 0.13 0.10 

MAE 3.27 3.48 2.99 2.78 1.90 2.24 1.99 1.79 

RMSE 4.17 4.53 3.99 3.72 2.73 2.88 2.60 1.38 

PE 19.50 20.55 20.60 20.61 13.72 14.18 14.14 14.18 

STD 2.59 2.90 2.69 2.47 1.95 1.78 1.67 1.56 

R2 0.5317 0.4431 0.6844 0.7258 0.8494 0.7890 0.8262 0.8890 

          

 

Lo 74.63 70.39 62.28 62.31 43.64 24.60 131.60 -266.72 

L1 -0.08 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.07 -0.08 0.23 

MAE 3.36 3.70 4.99 4.33 2.66 2.41 2.06 1.82 

RMSE 4.57 4.81 6.25 5.66 4.24 3.01 2.65 2.40 

PE 15.99 20.70 32.55 43.49 12.60 12.60 12.60 12.60 

STD 3.09 3.09 3.77 3.65 1.85 1.79 1.67 1.56 

R2 0.7232 0.6122 0.1642 0.3341 0.8611 0.8484 0.8496 0.8923 
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5.  Conclusion 

Regression measures and techniques are often utilized to model measurement variables and estimate distributional 

parameters owing of their distinctive computational characteristics and simplified application framework. A well-

known and dominant field strength modelling and estimation technique is literature is the least square regression (LSR). 

However, LSR is known to be very sensitive to extreme observations (i.e. outliers) and unusual stochastic observations. 

Also, for many non-Gaussian situations, the LSR is far fetch from providing optimal solutions, particularly when the 

errors trail longer tails type of distributions 

In this paper, firstly, we have shown the levels of measured field signal variations over LTE cellular network 

interface, using two eNodeB sites as case study. More importantly, we have explore and apply the proposed robust 

adaptive weighted regression technique over the commonly used LSR method for enhanced propagation practical field 

strength estimation modelling over cellular radio communication networks interface. We found that the proposed 

weighted least square regression modeling technique recorded a better field strength data estimation performance 

compared the standard LSR approach. Such excellent performance of the proposed robust regression technique can be 

attributed to its weighted factor which enable to cater for any form of data sample sizes of kinds and usual data values. 

Such robust field strength estimation-based modelling scheme is recommended for proper modeling design, simulation 

and analysis of present and future communication systems. 
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